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In May 2014, Results for America (RFA) issued its third federal *Investing in What Works Index*, which highlights the extent to which the Administration for Children and Families (ACF) within the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services and four other federal departments and agencies are currently building the infrastructure necessary to be able to use evidence and evaluation in budget, policy, and management decisions.

While this RFA index highlights Head Start as one of ACF’s most evidence-based programs, the following paper outlines several policy recommendations that can help make Head Start even more focused on data and evidence and improved outcomes for our nation’s young people.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Americans increasingly recognize what research shows—high-quality preschool programs have the potential to improve children’s school readiness, narrow achievement gaps, and put children on track to become successful adults. In response, policymakers at the national, state, and local levels—from Alabama to New York City, to the White House—are calling for and making new investments in preschool programs. But too often Head Start is ignored in these efforts.

As our nation’s largest preschool program—and the only one exclusively focused on the poorest children—Head Start plays a critical role in our nation’s early earning and development system, and it will continue to do so. As policymakers seek to extend the benefits of quality preschool to more children, improving Head Start must be part of these efforts.

Despite ongoing debate about Head Start’s effectiveness, the best available research suggests that Head Start programs improve children’s kindergarten readiness at school entry; that participating in Head Start has significant long-term benefits compared with no preschool at all; and that some Head Start programs are producing even greater results. At the same time, the results suggest that Head Start programs are, on average, not matching the results of the highest-performing pre-k programs. If all Head Start programs matched the results produced by the best pre-k programs, we could dramatically improve outcomes for our nation’s poorest youngsters.
Since Head Start’s last reauthorization, in 2007, the Department of Health and Human Services, which oversees Head Start, has implemented significant reforms that are improving the program:

- Head Start now uses the Classroom Assessment Scoring System, a research-based observation system, to measure the quality of teaching in Head Start classrooms and drive improvements in instruction.
- Through the new “designation renewal” system, the Office of Head Start has required low-performing grantees to compete for their grants, terminated the grants of weak grantees, and replaced them with higher-quality providers.

These changes represent real progress, but additional change is still needed. Head Start continues to lack clear, comprehensive goals for program performance; to overemphasize compliance; to require programs to do too many different things; and to pay too little attention to curriculum. Head Start’s unique federal-to-local structure creates challenges in coordinating with state-run pre-k programs, efforts to improve child care quality, and the K-12 public school system. In addition, the designation renewal system can be improved to maximize its potential to drive quality improvement and attract high-quality new providers to Head Start.

To address these challenges and enable Head Start to better serve children and families, this paper recommends the following steps:

**Maximize the effectiveness of designation renewal:**

- Increase transparency in Head Start monitoring and designation renewal processes.
- Prioritize performance and innovation in the designation renewal process.
- Encourage new providers.
- Improve planning for transition.
Set clear goals and measure program performance:

- Establish clear metrics of program performance at the grantee level.
- Expand analysis of Head Start performance data.
- Make monitoring reports transparent and easy to access.

Increase flexibility to innovate:

- Revise the Head Start Performance Standards to focus less on compliance and more on improving outcomes for children and families.
- Allow grantees to apply for waivers.
- Rethink Head Start’s matching requirement.

Carefully explore options to expand the state role in Head Start while protecting federal investments and comprehensive services for Head Start children.

By strengthening Head Start we can improve both the school readiness and long-term life outcomes for our nation’s most disadvantaged youngsters.
Nearly 50 years ago, President Johnson launched Head Start with a simple goal: Break the cycle of poverty by intervening early to put children on track for success in school and life. Extra attention in the early years would give poor kids a head start, a jump that would help them catch up with their more affluent peers. Today, Head Start serves nearly 1 million children, four times as many as the largest state pre-k program, and its funding is 60 percent greater than that of all state pre-k programs combined. Focused on the neediest children, Head Start remains the only preschool option for poor children in many communities.

For all of its successes, Head Start faces real challenges. It has performed relatively poorly in recent federally funded evaluations, raising questions about its long-term effectiveness. In addition, the landscape for early childhood education has changed in fundamental ways since Head Start began. Researchers have documented the tremendous brain development that occurs in the first five years of children’s lives, as well as the potential of high-quality preschool programs to enhance early learning. This research has spurred public and policymaker interest in early childhood education, including the rapid growth of state pre-k programs. President Obama recently called for a $70 billion, 10-year federal investment to further expand these efforts.
In many ways, these developments validate Head Start’s original mission and vision. At the same time, they create new challenges, raising expectations for children’s early learning and increasing competition from state pre-k and other new programs. As the idea of early childhood education as an anti-poverty strategy has gained traction in public policy, the program that pioneered this concept—Head Start—is largely absent from the conversation. Today, early childhood advocates push expansion of state pre-k programs or new ways to reach younger children, but focus little attention on improving Head Start.

To remain relevant and sustainable in this evolving landscape, Head Start must also evolve. Over the past five years, Head Start’s leadership has taken some significant steps to modernize the program, but the program’s structure and rules continue to pose barriers to more radical transformation. Advocates of early childhood education, as well as school reformers, need to help energize the discussion, to ensure this key initiative remains effective.

HEAD START WORKS, BUT IT COULD WORK MUCH BETTER

In his recent report on poverty, U.S. Rep. Paul Ryan (R-Wis.) declared that Head Start is “failing to prepare children for school.” In this and other reports, he cites the Head Start Impact Study, a rigorous, federally funded evaluation of Head Start that began in 2000 and published its final conclusions in 2013. The Impact Study found that Head Start students made meaningful gains in early literacy skills, when compared with a control group of similar nonparticipants. The study also found improvements in some behavior, health, and parenting outcomes for participating children. But these gains had largely disappeared by the time children completed third grade.

While critics such as Ryan and Whitehurst view these results as evidence of Head Start’s failure, supporters have argued that the program improves children’s learning in preschool, but that public schools are failing to sustain these gains.

Indeed, other studies, which tracked Head Start participants into adulthood, have found evidence of longer-lasting gains. Researcher David Deming, for example, tracked long-term outcomes for children who participated in Head Start and their siblings who did not.
He found that the siblings who attended Head Start had substantially higher high school graduation rates, as well as better outcomes on other measures of adult well-being. These studies use less rigorous research methods than the Head Start Impact Study, however, leading some critics to suggest that their results deserve less credence.

There is, however, a more likely explanation for the difference between these studies’ findings and those of the Head Start Impact Study: the rapid expansion of preschool programs outside Head Start. Deming’s study focused on children who attended Head Start between 1984 and 1990. The Head Start Impact Study, in contrast, looked at children who attended Head Start in 2002-2003. In between those two time frames, the share of American 3- and 4-year-olds attending some form of preschool increased nearly 50 percent. As a result, children in the control group for the Head Start Impact Study—those not receiving Head Start services—were much more likely to be enrolled in some form of preschool program than were the comparison group children in older studies. Fully 60 percent of the children in the control group for the Head Start Impact Study attended some other form of center-based care. If Head Start is no longer achieving long-term effects relative to the alternatives, this may not mean that Head Start has gotten worse, but that the alternatives have gotten better.

This also means that it is a mistake to conclude that Head Start “does not work.” Even in the Impact Study, Head Start delivers immediate learning gains while children are in the program. Based on the non-experimental studies, Head Start appears to deliver long-term gains compared with no preschool at all. Yet no preschool is what many children would get if Head Start’s resources were to disappear. Despite the growth of state-funded pre-k programs, there are almost twice as many poor preschoolers nationally as slots in these programs. Private preschool remains beyond the financial means of the impoverished families Head Start serves. In the absence of Head Start, many of these families would be forced to use low-quality, informal child care arrangements—which evidence suggests may actually hurt children: A 2010 study found that low-income children whose parents received child care subsidies behaved worse and learned less than children whose mothers did not receive subsidies. Compared with these outcomes, even the Head Start Impact Study results look pretty good.

---

**Head Start appears to deliver long-term gains compared with no preschool at all. Yet no preschool is what many children would get if Head Start’s resources were to disappear.**
But even if Head Start is more effective than it’s often made out to be, that doesn’t mean it is as effective as it should be. Numerous studies of other preschool programs have found learning gains that were larger or more enduring than those found in the Head Start Impact Study. Studies of large-scale, publicly funded pre-k programs in Boston; New Jersey’s Abbott districts; Tulsa, Okla.; and North Carolina all found evidence of learning gains at the end of preschool that were much larger than those in the Head Start Impact Study. More importantly, these gains lasted until at least the middle of elementary school. A recent meta-analysis of preschool studies similarly found that, on average, preschool programs generate lasting gains not found in the Head Start Impact Study.

Within Head Start, some grantees produce learning gains that are much larger than average. An independent evaluation of Acelero Learning, which operates Head Start centers in New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, and Nevada, found that 3- and 4-year-olds who spent two years in their program made gains on assessments of early language and literacy skills that were twice as large as the average gain for all Head Start students, as measured through Head Start’s own FACES study. Acelero Learning students also made gains in math larger than those of their national Head Start peers. If all Head Start grantees simply matched Acelero Learning’s results, they would enter school significantly more prepared.

Measuring results in education programs is complicated. It would be wrong to conclude, based on the existing evidence, that state pre-k programs in general outperform Head Start. But the collective body of research does suggest two things: First, Head Start does benefit the children who attend—meaning that calls to eliminate or defund the program are misguided. Second: It’s possible for early childhood programs to produce better results than Head Start currently produces—meaning that we need to reform the program to match those results.

HEAD START IS MAKING PROGRESS

Debate over Head Start’s effectiveness is not new. Almost since Head Start’s creation, critics have challenged its effectiveness and argued that it underemphasizes academic preparation for school. While both criticisms miss the mark in key respects, they have also led to efforts to strengthen the program. In 1998, Congress enacted bipartisan legislation to increase Head Start’s emphasis on early childhood education. For the first time, Head Start was required to develop specific education performance standards. Educational requirements for Head Start teachers were also increased.
The 2007 reauthorization of Head Start expanded on these reforms. It further increased educational expectations for Head Start teachers, requiring all of them to have an associate’s degree by 2011 and half to have a bachelor’s degree by 2013. It also included provisions to enhance coordination between Head Start and state preschool programs, which had grown rapidly over the preceding decade.

The law included two more fundamental reforms: First, it required the Office of Head Start to observe the quality of teaching in Head Start classrooms as part of program monitoring reviews. Historically, these reviews had focused primarily on evaluating program compliance with Head Start’s many regulations related to health, safety, and program administration—not on the quality of children’s learning experiences. The increased focus on teaching quality is a significant, and positive shift. To ensure quality observations, the law required Head Start to adopt a “valid and reliable” observational protocol that is based on research, linked to child outcomes, and focused on the quality of adult-child interaction in Head Start classrooms. The tool Head Start adopted is known as the Classroom Assessment Scoring System, or CLASS.

A second major change involved the way Head Start grants work: For most of the program’s history, Head Start grants have been continuous—once an organization received a Head Start grant, it continued to be a Head Start grantee unless it committed a significant violation of the program’s rules. The 2007 reauthorization changed this. Rather than an indefinite grant, all Head Start grants are now renewable, five-year grants. At the end of each five-year term, grantees that are running high-quality programs will have their grants renewed. But grantees that fall short of standards are now required to compete to renew grants. Grantees whose ratings on any of the three CLASS domains fall below a certain threshold, or in the lowest 10 percent of grantees, must also compete. This process, known as “designation renewal,” is designed to raise the bar for Head Start performance by removing low-performing providers from the program and allowing other organizations to apply for Head Start funds.

These reforms, which combined research on effective preschool practices with principles of performance-based government, had strong bipartisan support in Congress. That they were signed into law by Republican President George W. Bush and have since been aggressively implemented by the administration of his Democratic successor, President Barack Obama, further illustrates their bipartisan appeal.
EXPLAINING DESIGNATION RENEWAL

Under the 2007 reauthorization, any Head Start grantee that is not found to be operating a “high-quality and comprehensive” Head Start program must compete to renew its grant. HHS has established seven criteria to identify Head Start grantees who fall short of standards. These seven criteria include:

- deficiencies identified in Head Start monitoring review
- license revocations by state or local licensing agencies
- suspensions by HHS
- disbarment by any state or federal agencies
- significant financial risk
- failure to establish goals for improving children’s school readiness
- low CLASS scores.

The law also provides a three-year transition period for HHS to transition all Head Start grantees from continuous to five-year grants. In 2012, the first year in which ACF implemented the designation renewal system, 130 grantees were required to compete for their grants. These programs were identified for competition based solely upon the first five criteria listed above, rather than all seven criteria, because ACF did not begin collecting CLASS scores for Head Start grantees until 2009. In 2013 and 2014, the second and third years of the transition period, ACF identified grantees for designation renewal based on all seven criteria, including CLASS scores and use of assessments for school readiness.

By 2015, all current Head Start grantees will have transitioned to five-year renewable grants, whether or not they were required to compete. After that, all grantees will be reviewed a year prior to the conclusion of their five-year grants, and will either have their grant renewed for a subsequent five-year term, or be required to compete. Grantees will continue to undergo Head Start monitoring reviews every three years, and these monitoring reviews will inform their subsequent grant renewals.

FIRST ROUND DESIGNATION RENEWAL RESULTS

Note: Based on 129 grantees. Does not include grantees identified for Birth-to-Five pilot competition.
Designation renewal has an obvious rationale. Over the past 25 years, public policies have shifted to hold public agencies and their grantees increasingly accountable for the results that they produce, and to condition future funding on demonstrated results. This trend can be seen across the policy spectrum, in programs like the Workforce Innovation Fund in the U.S. Department of Labor, the Investing in Innovation Fund in the U.S. Department of Education, and the Social Innovation Fund in the Corporation for National and Community Service.

By identifying underperforming grantees and requiring them to compete for their grants—or potentially lose funding—designation renewal extends this trend to Head Start. At the same time, designation renewal also creates an opportunity to attract new, potentially better providers to Head Start. Historically, new organizations that wanted to serve low-income preschoolers had limited ability to access Head Start funds. Existing grantees held an indefinite monopoly on Head Start funding for their communities. Even if a new provider could do a better job than its local Head Start grantee, there was no avenue to make that case to the federal government. Designation renewal allows new providers to compete for Head Start funds in communities where the existing grantee has fallen short of expectations. In theory, this opportunity should attract new talent and high-quality providers to Head Start, or enable existing high-quality providers to grow to serve more youngsters.
BIRTH-TO-FIVE FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES

Five Head Start funding opportunities in the 2012 designation renewal process, and nearly half of those in the 2013 competition, were offered as Birth-to-Five funding opportunities—allowing prospective grantees to submit a single application to deliver both Early Head Start (for infants and toddlers) and Head Start (for preschoolers) in the same service area. This approach has real potential to improve continuity and alignment of services for Head Start children from birth through preschool—not just in Head Start services but also across Head Start, state or district-funded pre-k and other early childhood services.

As access to state and district pre-k programs has expanded, many Head Start grantees have found themselves competing for children with pre-k programs, even as poor infants and toddlers remain underserved. Although the 2007 reauthorization allows Head Start grantees to reallocate funds from Head Start to Early Head Start with approval from the U.S. Secretary of Health and Human Services, this process has been slow and cumbersome. The Birth-to-Five Pilot will allow grantees to shift funds between Head Start and Early Head Start programs, and will provide much greater flexibility in doing so. This will enhance grantees’ ability to offer continuous services as children grow from infants to toddlers to preschoolers.

The Birth-to-Five Pilot also encourages better coordination between Head Start and state-funded pre-k services offered either by the grantee or by other organizations in the community. In Washington, D.C., for example, publicly funded pre-k is almost universally available. United Planning Organization, a major Head Start grantee, submitted a Birth-to-Five Head Start application that would allow UPO to focus its direct services on infants and toddlers. When these children reach preschool-age, they will move on to pre-k in either District of Columbia Public Schools or a pre-k charter school. UPO has established a partnership to support transitions and provide wraparound comprehensive services to Head Start-eligible children in these settings. To the extent that other grantees take advantage of Birth-to-Five funding opportunities to improve coordination between Head Start and other early childhood services, and provide a continuum of care for children ages birth to 5, this could yield significant benefits for Head Start children.
But has this theory worked in practice?

In many respects, it’s too early to say. Three cohorts of Head Start grantees—totaling 355 grantees, or about 22 percent of all Head Start grantees nationally—have been identified to compete for their grants. But only the first two of those cohorts have completed the designation renewal and competition process—providing a limited pool of data. Organizations that received Head Start grants in the first round of competition began serving children less than a year ago, and those in the second round won’t begin serving children as grantees until August—so it’s too soon to know how this process has impacted children.

That said, the results of the first round of designation renewal do offer some emerging themes, including places where designation renewal has worked well, issues that have proven more challenging, and steps the federal government could take to improve the process.

RESULTS TO DATE

In late 2011, HHS notified 130 Head Start grantees that they would be required to compete for their grants. When HHS announced the competition results the following April, 80 of these grantees—or roughly two-thirds—retained their grants; another 14 retained a portion of their grant but split the award with another organization. Twenty-five grantees—or just under 20 percent—lost their grants to another organization. In six additional communities, HHS did not award a grant at all but instead reposted the grant because the existing grantee’s application was too low-quality to fund and no other organizations applied.

Several first-round grants were offered through a separate competition, known as the Birth-to-Five Pilot. This competition allowed potential applicants in five communities—Baltimore, Md.; Detroit, Mich.; Jersey City, N.J.; Sunflower County, Miss.; and Washington, D.C.—to submit a single application to offer both Head Start and Early Head Start services in their community. HHS announced the outcomes of this competition in February 2014. The primary existing grantees in Baltimore and Washington, D.C., retained their grants, and some former delegate agencies also received direct funding. In Detroit, where the previous grantee had been revoked, and an interim grantee was serving children, several former delegates worked together to apply for grants. In Jersey City and Sunflower County, the existing grantee lost the grant and was replaced by an agency that operates Head Start programs in another jurisdiction.
In spring 2013, ACF announced a second cohort of 122 grantees required to compete for their grants. Nearly 40 percent of these grantees were identified for re-competition based on CLASS scores, although about half also had other weaknesses. About half of the grants in the second round were offered as Birth-to-Five funding opportunities, significantly expanding on the previous pilot. Selected applicants were notified of their selection in spring 2014, but HHS has not finalized their contracts or publicly announced their names.

In February 2014, HHS announced a third round of 103 Head Start grantees that would be required to compete for their grants in 2014. HHS has not yet released applications for these grants.

**FEW NEW PROVIDERS**

Because the designation renewal process is new, it’s not obvious what the “right” amount of grantee turnover is. Given Head Start’s historic reluctance to terminate underperforming
grantees, the fact that 25 grantees lost their grants in the first year represents significant progress. Given that grantees are identified for designation renewal based on previous performance problems, an 80 percent retention rate looks quite high. This may simply mean—as some experts argue—that the threat of competition spurred existing grantees to improve their programs. If so, this would be a success for designation renewal.

Head Start operators and program experts also agree that there are real benefits to increasing the number of grantees and enabling some former delegates to receive their grants directly. In some Head Start service areas, large grantees have historically delivered services through subcontracts with delegate agencies that actually run the centers. This arrangement works well in some places. In others, however, lead grantees negotiated relationships in which delegate agencies received only a portion of Head Start per-pupil funding and grantees retained a significant share of funds while providing little in the way of services or support. Enabling these delegate agencies to receive funds directly from the federal government should result in more dollars in the classroom and better services for Head Start children. In other communities, transferring the Head Start grant from a weak previous grantee to a stronger former delegate should also improve services. Allowing effective grantees from one jurisdiction to expand to serve children in other communities is also a good thing.

But if designation renewal is helping high-performing existing delegates to serve children better or to serve more children, it still does not appear to be attracting new organizations or talent to Head Start. Of 175 agencies that received grants in the first round or Birth-to-Five Pilot, only eight were not already running a Head Start program. Even when existing grantees lost grants, the winners were typically other organizations that already offered Head Start as delegates or in another community. Many high-quality pre-k providers outside of Head Start have the potential to operate high-quality Head Start programs—but designation renewal doesn’t seem to be attracting them.

Why aren’t more organizations seizing the opportunity to become Head Start grantees? Head Start’s complex rules are one major barrier. Learning these rules in the relatively short time frame allotted to craft an application may be too overwhelming for new providers. “With 2,400 regulations it’s hard to write an application that doesn’t make a misstep with one of them,” says one early childhood expert who has worked with Head Start applicants. “That has a chilling effect.” Some communities—particularly in rural areas—also lack high-quality providers able to apply for Head Start grants. Where high-quality community-based preschool and child care centers do exist, many of them are structured as small businesses—meaning that an existing ACF prohibition on profit-taking by Head Start grantees effectively excludes them from the program.
TRANSITION CHALLENGES

When new organizations do receive a Head Start grant through designation renewal, the transition process has proven incredibly rocky. HHS does not finalize the awards and issue contracts until July, for grantees to begin serving children in August. This is a very short timeline to launch a new program. “If you’re not an existing program in the community doing that kind of work, it’s very difficult” to get up and running in such a short time frame, says one Head Start leader whose agency has both competed successfully for Head Start grants and helped other organizations to do so. While this short timeline may be prohibitive for new providers, it also creates numerous challenges even for organizations with experience delivering Head Start programs. Former grantees are expected to transfer the existing Head Start facilities, materials, and other resources to the new grantee, but they are often—not surprisingly—resistant to doing so, making it difficult for new grantees to secure the buildings, buses, and other equipment they need to serve children. In other cases, new grantees have received control of a building in July only to find significant repair or maintenance issues that must be addressed in just a few weeks. New grantees in many states also need to re-apply for child care licenses for these buildings in their own names. If the state bureaucracy moves too slowly to complete the licensure process by the beginning of the school year, children may lack access to services for a period of time. These transition issues have created major challenges for many new grantees, and ultimately have negative impacts on children.

KIPP’S EXPERIENCE IN HOUSTON

The designation renewal process was intended to attract new, high-quality providers to Head Start. But in some cases, politics and status quo bias appear to have prevented potentially high-quality applicants from receiving grants. KIPP Houston, a charter school network with an exemplary record of serving pre-k-12 students, has operated Head Start programs as a delegate agency of three different Houston-area Head Start grantees. When one of those grantees, Neighborhood Centers Inc., was identified for designation renewal in 2011, KIPP Houston saw this as an opportunity to improve the quality of services it provided to its Head Start students, and submitted an application to serve a subset of the children previously served by Neighborhood Centers. HHS chose to award the entire grant for the service area to Neighborhood Centers. Because HHS does not release applicant scores, it is not clear why KIPP—which received positive feedback from reviewers on many components of its application—was not selected for a grant. A few reviewer comments, however, suggest that reviewers may have had difficulty understanding some of the choices KIPP made to implement Head Start in a charter school context—which differs from the contexts with which many traditional Head Start and early childhood educators are familiar. Similarly, Child Care Network, a for-profit that has a strong track record serving children in universal pre-k programs across the South, was unsuccessful in applying for two small Head Start programs in Florida.
LACK OF TRANSPARENCY

One reason it’s difficult to parse the results of designation renewal is that HHS has not made the process as transparent as it can or should be. In contrast to high-profile federal competitive education grant programs such as Race to the Top or Investing in Innovation—where all submitted applications, names of reviewers, applicant score sheets, and final scores were all released publicly online—HHS has released relatively little information to the public about designation renewal. In the first round and the Birth-to-Five Pilot, HHS announced the selected grantees, but has not released the number or names of the agencies that applied for Head Start grants or the scores received by successful and unsuccessful applicants. HHS has not yet publicly released the names of selected grantees in the second round. HHS also has not shared the scoring guides and criteria used by reviewers to evaluate grant applications. Grant applicants themselves don’t even receive their final application scores—just a list of reviewer comments on the application’s strengths and weaknesses.

This lack of adequate transparency has real consequences. It deprives the taxpaying public of information about the operations of a major federal program. It obscures from prospective grantees how they will be judged—and feeds suspicions from some grantees that the process is not objective. It also limits the Office of Head Start’s ability to use the competition as a tool to drive policy improvements.

Designation renewal is still a very new policy. As with any new policy, there are going to be glitches. So far, designation renewal appears to have had a number of benefits—spurring improvements by some identified grantees and evening the playing field for some former delegates. The Birth-to-Five Pilot also appears promising. But it’s also clear that the policy could work better.

The biggest weakness of designation renewal, however, isn’t the policy itself. Structural weaknesses within Head Start, which the 2007 reauthorization did not address, undermine designation renewal in critical ways. To maximize Head Start’s impact, these flaws need to be addressed.
FUNDAMENTAL CHALLENGES

LACK OF CLEAR PERFORMANCE MEASURES

A tremendous amount of ink has been spilled over the question of “whether Head Start works?” But the much more important question about Head Start performance—the one that really matters to parents, children, and communities is: “How well does this Head Start provider, in this community, work for these kids?” With more than 1,600 Head Start grantees nationally, there’s almost certainly wide variation in the answer.

For most of its history, Head Start hasn’t been able to answer this simple question about how its grantees perform. That’s partly because the question itself is complex. Head Start asks grantees to do a number of things—from ensuring children receive health services, to supporting their literacy development, to providing parent education—many of which are difficult to measure. But this isn’t just a measurement issue: It’s also a reflection of Head Start’s design. Head Start was designed to deliver services to children, families, and communities—not focus on outcomes—so its historic monitoring processes focused on ensuring that grantees delivered required services in the prescribed way. At the time Head Start was created, when many poor families had very limited access to educational, health, and social services, this made sense, and also reflected the approach of contemporaneous education integration and War on Poverty initiatives. But it’s largely out of step with the increased focus on results in public policy today.
It’s also a critical weakness for the designation renewal system. Designation renewal is based on the premise that low-performing grantees—those that do not offer a “high-quality and comprehensive” Head Start program—should be required to compete for grants. But operationalizing this idea requires an effective approach to differentiating grantee performance.

At the time of the 2007 reauthorization, Head Start had no such system. Head Start has since developed a set of criteria to identify low-performing grantees. These criteria reflect a thoughtful approach to meeting the requirements of the 2007 law (see sidebar), but they are not a comprehensive measure of grantees’ performance. Several criteria focus on minimal standards: Grants may not be renewed if the grantee has lost its licenses, been suspended by HHS, been disbarred by any other federal or state agency, or is in financial trouble. Grantees are also required to compete if their last monitoring review uncovered a “deficiency”—a serious deviation from Head Start standards. None of these criteria directly address child or family outcomes. The system is also binary—grantees either qualify for designation renewal or they don’t—rather than differentiating multiple levels of performance in a way that can drive ongoing improvement and provide useful information to parents and communities about the quality of individual programs.

In the absence of more comprehensive performance metrics, one of the designation renewal criteria—classroom observations conducted using the Classroom Assessment Scoring System—has become the central metric of program quality.

CLASS, adopted throughout Head Start in response to the 2007 reauthorization, is an important advance. For the first time, it establishes a meaningful measure of quality that is common across all Head Start programs. But CLASS also has real limitations. Research shows that CLASS scores are predictive of children’s learning outcomes—meaning that children whose teachers score higher on CLASS learn more than children whose teachers score lower—but CLASS itself is not a measure of child outcomes. When used alone, as opposed to in combination with other measures, its predictive power is limited. In other words, children whose teachers score high on CLASS learn more, but not that much more, than other children.14
EXPLAINING CLASS

The Classroom Assessment Scoring System (CLASS) is the instrument selected by ACF to meet the 2007 reauthorization’s requirement to include a “valid and reliable observational measure” of classroom quality in Head Start monitoring reviews.

CLASS evolved out of tools developed by researchers in the 1990s to evaluate child care quality. In the early 2000s, some of the same researchers used an early version of CLASS as part of two large studies of emerging state pre-k programs in 11 states. The result of this research surprised the early childhood field: They found that teacher-child interactions, as measured by CLASS, were a much better predictor of children’s learning in pre-k than traditional quality standards such as class size, adult-child ratios, and teacher qualifications. Subsequent research has reiterated this finding.

CLASS rates preschool classrooms in three domains (there is also a toddler version with slightly different domains):

- Emotional Support looks at the emotional climate teachers create in the classroom, their sensitivity and responsiveness to children’s perspectives. Scores on the emotional support domain of CLASS are correlated with children’s social-emotional development.
- Instructional Support looks at the quality of instruction in classrooms, the way teachers use language with children, and the extent to which they create learning experiences and interactions that foster children’s cognitive, language, and early literacy development. Scores on the instructional domain of CLASS are correlated with children’s cognitive development.
- Classroom Organization looks at how teachers structure the classroom and use time to facilitate high-quality learning experiences and manage behavior effectively.

Within each domain of CLASS are specific dimensions that assess the extent to which teachers are supporting children’s cognitive and social-emotional development. The CLASS tool is designed to provide a reliable, objective measure of the quality of adult-child interactions. All CLASS reviewers complete extensive training and must pass a reliability test before being permitted to score programs for Head Start monitoring reviews.

All three domains of CLASS are scored on a 7-point scale. Most preschool and Head Start programs perform relatively well on measures of emotional support and classroom management, but dismally on measures of instructional support, which best predicts learning gains. In these initial studies, the majority of preschool classrooms received a score of less than 2 out of 7 for instructional support. The typical Head Start program fares slightly better, getting nearly a 3. But that is still well below the level of performance needed to maximize cognitive gains.

---

Moreover, CLASS is a relatively narrow measure of program quality, focused exclusively on the quality of interactions between adults and children. It does not address the content of instruction or the quality of a program’s curriculum—both of which impact children’s learning in preschool programs. Nor does it tell us anything about the quality or impact of the health, nutrition, parent engagement, or other non-educational services that are core features of Head Start.

CLASS is our best window for evaluating Head Start quality, but it provides an incomplete picture. Yet the designation renewal system places an outsized emphasis on CLASS. No single measure should be expected to bear the weight that is currently placed on CLASS as a measure of Head Start quality.

In many ways, designation renewal put the cart before the horse: Congress mandated that low-performing grantees compete for their funds, so HHS created a system and set of rules to identify low-performing programs. Ideally, however, Head Start would have developed a robust system of performance metrics for grantees, implemented those metrics across Head Start programs, and refined the measures based on lessons of practice before attaching consequences to them.

It’s too late to do that now. But it’s not too late to create a better system to measure Head Start grantees’ performance. Such a system would:

- Take into account the range of goals that Head Start grantees are expected to advance.
- Include measures of child and family outcomes, as well as teacher quality.
- Differentiate multiple levels of high, acceptable, and inadequate program performance.

In 2003, the George W. Bush administration proposed implementing a common test—known as the National Reporting System (NRS)—to measure the vocabulary, literacy, and math skills of every 4-year-old in Head Start. From the start, the NRS was flawed: It focused only on early academic skills—particularly early literacy—ignoring the social and emotional skills that are equally critical for school readiness. Assessment and development experts raised serious concerns about the developmental appropriateness and technical quality of the proposed assessment and the training provided to teachers to use it. The result was an intense backlash from the field that culminated in a congressional ban on implementation of the NRS. But a decade-old mistake ought not to be a barrier to moving forward with better ways of measuring Head Start performance today.

Increasingly, early childhood education experts acknowledge the need to measure outcomes in early childhood programs as an essential condition for increasing public funding and support. The Obama administration’s Race to the Top Early Learning Challenge grant program,
which requires states to set and track progress toward goals for improving school readiness outcomes of high-needs children, reflects this evolution. The debate is no longer whether to measure early childhood outcomes, but how to do so in a way that is developmentally appropriate. Well-designed performance measures for Head Start won’t look like the NRS or like the No Child Left Behind-style assessments used in K-12 public schools. Nor should they focus exclusively on child outcomes. But ignoring outcomes altogether—or focusing on a single indicator, such as CLASS—is not a sustainable approach. Well-designed performance measures should reflect the variety of things we ask Head Start to do. They should include developmentally appropriate measures of crucial child outcomes in language, literacy, math, social-emotional skills, and health, as well as appropriate parent and family outcomes. In addition to outcome measures, performance frameworks should also include evidence-based measures of program quality and practices, such as CLASS. These multiple measures should be integrated into a performance framework that differentiates program performance along a continuum, rather than simply classifying programs as meeting or not meeting standards. This approach can help to drive continuous improvement in early childhood programs. Effective performance management systems don’t just identify low-performers; they also identify high-performing programs so that others can learn from and replicate their effective practices, and they help all providers identify their areas of strength and weakness.

OVEREMPHASIS ON COMPLIANCE

In the absence of clear performance measures, Head Start monitoring has instead focused largely on compliance. A Head Start grantee’s first responsibility is to comply with the Head Start Performance Standards, a set of 2,400 detailed requirements on everything from potty-emptying to dental care to accounting. Every three years, a team of federal monitors visits each Head Start grantee to review its compliance with these standards. Even high-quality Head Start grantees describe this experience as time-consuming and nerve-wracking. Failure to meet the standards can result in a “deficiency,” which requires grantees to compete to retain their grants.

On their own, most of the standards reflect common sense best practices (e.g., programs should provide a balanced program of adult-driven and child-initiated activities). Other standards specify that cots for napping must be placed at least three feet apart. Many requirements duplicate health and safety provisions that are already addressed by state and local licensure systems—even though Head Start programs are already required to be licensed.
In addition to standards for serving children, Head Start has detailed reporting, documentation, and financial requirements. Programs, for example, must track and report on the number of meals served to children through federally funded nutrition programs. Head Start also requires grantees to obtain “non-federal” contributions equal to 20 percent of the total grantee budget. Because programs can meet this requirement using “in-kind” contributions such as parent volunteer hours, many programs spend a great deal of time tracking and documenting these contributions. Ensuring appropriate use of federal funds is important, but many of Head Start’s rules have become far more complex and burdensome than they need to be, without necessarily accomplishing the goals they were intended to advance.

The real issue, though, is not the individual standards. It’s the collective impact of so many detailed standards. A former executive director of a large Head Start agency describes a culture of “hyper-compliance” in which Head Start administrators find themselves focusing on paperwork and rules rather than on how best to serve children and families. Even when performance-based measures—such as CLASS—have been adopted, Head Start grantees have tended to take a compliance approach. Head Start operators have provided teachers with training about CLASS, but haven’t necessarily focused strategically on identifying or driving change in specific teacher behaviors that are most likely to improve children’s and families’ lives.

In recent years, federal policy has moved in the direction of being, in the words of U.S. Education Secretary Arne Duncan, “tight on goals, loose on means.” Head Start remains loose on goals and tight on means. When Congress increased accountability for Head Start programs through designation renewal, it did not also provide them with clear goals or additional flexibility. New performance measures, such as CLASS, have simply been layered on top of the Performance Standards, rather than replacing any of them. If anything, designation renewal has increased emphasis on compliance, because programs that fail to meet the Performance Standards can be required to compete for their grants. The complexity and detail of the Head Start Performance Standards has also become a barrier to recruiting new high-quality providers to compete for grants.

To change the odds for the most disadvantaged kids, Head Start needs to produce significantly better results. Examples of high-performing providers—such as the Acelero Head Start program referenced above, or publicly funded pre-k programs in Oklahoma and New Jersey—suggest that it’s possible to achieve such results, and to do so with the level of resources
available in Head Start. But replicating these results at scale will require significant innovation and new approaches to curriculum, assessment, teacher quality, family engagement, and program delivery. Head Start’s plethora of requirements and focus on compliance, however, constrain programs’ ability to innovate.

It doesn’t have to be this way. Making Head Start grantees accountable for their results—which CLASS and designation renewal have started to do, and which stronger performance metrics would further advance—should make it possible to loosen the reins on how they carry out their work on a day-to-day basis, allowing programs to shift focus from compliance to performance, and creating increased space for innovation.

LACK OF FOCUS

Shifting from a focus on compliance to performance requires setting priorities—something Head Start has historically been reluctant to do. While lay observers often think of Head Start as synonymous with preschool, Head Start was never designed to be an exclusively educational program. Rather, Head Start is a comprehensive child development program. Head Start grantees must provide a broad range of services across five distinct domains of child development—health, safety, education, mental health, and nutrition. They are also expected to engage parents and their communities in a variety of ways.

Head Start’s emphasis on comprehensive services reflects the integrated nature of child development and the complex, interrelated challenges that face poor families and can interfere with their children’s school and life success. Children who come to school ill-nourished, or with untreated dental, vision, or mental health problems are not starting out on a firm foundation for success.

The problem is that, when you’re trying to do everything, it’s hard to do anything well. This is particularly true when programs operate—as Head Start does—in a context of limited resources. Although Head Start programs are better funded than the typical child care center or state pre-k program, Head Start’s average per pupil funding level still falls below what experts estimate it costs to provide a high-quality, full-day pre-k program—and that’s without taking into account the additional costs of Head Start’s comprehensive services.

There’s no transparent data or research on how much Head Start programs spend on comprehensive services, nor are there well-designed studies estimating how much it costs to deliver these services effectively. But available data suggest the costs are significant. Time is an even more limited resource for Head Start youngsters—more than half of Head Start programs
serve children for only a partial day and/or week\textsuperscript{18}—and activities like tooth-brushing, health screening, and so forth can take up a significant chunk of that time. Beyond its effect on time and money, Head Start’s current approach diffuses program leaders’ focus, forcing managers to focus on compliance rather than program improvement.

Head Start doesn’t just demand that programs support children’s comprehensive development; it’s often quite prescriptive about how they do so. As one Head Start operator says, “It feels like every small thing that might be helpful for families gets in the regs,” as a universal mandate. Head Start programs, for example, must provide parents and children with pedestrian safety training within the first 30 days of the program year.\textsuperscript{19} Detailed requirements like this provide programs with little flexibility to customize services or reallocate resources in response to their communities’ and families’ needs.

Moreover, there is very little evidence underlying many of Head Start’s requirements. Research tells us that young children’s development is integrated, and that all the developmental domains impact one another and children’s school readiness. But it’s a long jump from this finding to mandating specific services and interventions. In the most comprehensive meta-analysis of early childhood programs, there was a strong negative relationship between providing additional services (often in Head Start programs) and improving cognitive outcomes, with smaller and mixed effects in other domains.\textsuperscript{20}

The evidence on Head Start’s health impact is also mixed. The Head Start Impact Study found substantial positive effects on dental care, but much smaller effects on children’s access to health insurance and general well-being—and these gains faded out over time. Some non-experimental evidence shows that Head Start has large long-term impacts on the incidence of chronic health conditions and obesity.\textsuperscript{21} But preschool programs that do not include comprehensive services also produced similar outcomes.\textsuperscript{22}

Beyond health care, the evidence base for Head Start’s comprehensive services drops off substantially. The Impact Study found few, small, and sometimes ambiguous effects on parenting practices—a finding that is consistent with other research on parent-focused early childhood and interventions more broadly. There is no rigorous research into the effects of Head Start’s engagement with parents on their job outcomes or their communities’ well-being.

Evidence and common sense tell us that parent engagement is critical to high-quality early childhood programs, but it’s much less clear what types of parent engagement have the greatest impact. Head Start mandates a unique parent-led governance structure. Each Head Start grantee must establish a Policy Council that is responsible for setting program policy.
and strategy and making strategic, personnel, and program decisions. At least half of the policy council members must be elected from among Head Start parents. In addition, each Head Start center must have a Parent Committee composed of and elected by parents of children in the center. These structures are designed to ensure that Head Start parents have a voice in decisions about how Head Start programs are operated. While encouraging parental engagement is important, there are many ways programs can engage parents. And there is no evidence that Head Start’s parent-led governance structure leads to better child outcomes or increases engagement for the vast majority of Head Start parents who do not serve on policy councils or parent committees. And maintaining these governance structures consumes significant time and resources that could potentially be used to engage parents in other—possibly more effective—ways.

None of this means that Head Start shouldn’t seek to address children’s comprehensive development or engage parents. Rather it argues for a degree of humility—and flexibility—in policy around how Head Start grantees do this. Programs should still be expected to support children’s health and engage their parents, but there should be fewer specific mandates and more focus on outcomes. For example, Head Start programs must document that each family completes an individual family partnership agreement that includes family goals—but they are not required to show that these plans actually result in changes for families. Similarly, Head Start could maintain an emphasis on parent voice and representation without dictating a common governance structure for all programs.

Head Start’s mission should be to even the playing field for our poorest children by preparing them for success in school and life. Everything that a Head Start grantee does in the realm of health, parent engagement, and community partnerships should be filtered through that lens.

Ultimately, Head Start’s mission should be to even the playing field for our poorest children by preparing them for success in school and life—which means addressing all domains of school readiness. Everything that a Head Start grantee does in the realm of health, parent engagement, and community partnerships should be filtered through that lens. If an activity can’t be directly connected to improving children’s chances of success in school and life—either by research or by a grantee’s understanding of the needs of the specific children it serves and the resources available to them in their community—then programs shouldn’t do it—and they certainly shouldn’t be required to.
IGNORING CURRICULUM

Head Start is much less prescriptive about how programs meet children’s educational needs. Head Start did not even have educational performance standards until its 1998 reauthorization, and the current educational performance standards remain very broad, focusing on general principles of developmentally appropriate educational practice for young children. Head Start does not have a national curriculum or set of approved curricula; grantees choose their own.

Researchers and early childhood experts increasingly recognize the critical importance of curriculum for early childhood education outcomes. But Head Start monitoring reviews pay little attention to programs’ curricula. Grantees must demonstrate that their curriculum is research-based and aligns with the Head Start Child Development Framework—but this is primarily an exercise in box-checking, satisfied through documentation that the major curriculum publishers provide. Monitoring reviews do not evaluate the depth at which grantees cover curricular content. Nor do they assess whether a program’s curriculum supports teachers in scaffolding instruction to meet students’ needs. While Head Start monitors now conduct observations of teaching quality using CLASS, these observations focus exclusively on the quality of teacher-child interactions, ignoring the content being taught.

In the absence of clearer standards or guidance about curriculum, most Head Start grantees have selected commercially published, broad-based developmental curricula, such as Creative Curriculum. Some 68 percent of center-based Head Start providers, and 87 percent of center-based Early Head Start providers, use Creative Curriculum, while most of the rest use the High/Scope curriculum.23 These curricula provide teachers a framework for developmentally appropriate practices, as well as some lesson ideas and guidance in setting up their classrooms, but they do not zero in on the specific content, practices, and learning experiences that children most need to succeed.

Creative Curriculum is popular because it covers the full range of domains included in the Head Start Child Development Framework, is available for all the ages Head Start programs serve, and has an accompanying authentic assessment tool—Creative Curriculum GOLD. All these factors mean that programs can be reasonably confident that, if they use Creative Curriculum, they will meet Head Start Performance Standards. Existing evidence, however, suggests that Creative Curriculum—at least as currently applied in most Head Start and early childhood settings—is not particularly effective. The U.S. Department of Education’s What Works Clearinghouse, a federally funded initiative that reviews scientifically rigorous research on educational programs in order to provide guidance to practitioners and policymakers,
reviewed the existing research on Creative Curriculum and found “no discernible effects on oral language, print knowledge, phonological processing, or math for preschool children.” While the broad instructional framework that Creative Curriculum provides can work well with highly trained and experienced teachers, it provides too little structure and support for the less-educated and inexperienced teachers in many Head Start and other early childhood settings.

Examples of more-effective preschool curricula are beginning to emerge, however. Head Start’s research advisory committee recently noted that “a growing research literature suggests that content-specific curricula that are tightly integrated with ongoing assessment and professional development systems are more effective in promoting specific outcomes than a more general curricular framework used alone.” Early evaluations of the REDI preschool curriculum for language and social and emotional skills and the Building Blocks curriculum for math suggest that these curricula produce student learning gains far exceeding the norms. Moreover, these gains do not appear to come at the expense of progress in other domains. In the large-scale trial of Building Blocks, not only did the group getting Building Blocks perform much better in math, but that group also performed better on three different measures of verbal and literacy skills. In the Boston Pre-School Program, a curriculum focused principally on language, literacy, and math generated large gains in those areas but also modest gains in executive function.

University of Virginia education school Dean Robert Pianta, whose research led to the development of CLASS, has recently called for a shift in preschool quality improvement efforts—including Head Start’s—to focus less on piecemeal improvements in teacher professional development and program practices. Instead, Pianta argues that policymakers and researchers focus on developing comprehensive, evidence-based models of high-quality early childhood education that integrate proven curricula, assessments, and teacher support and can be replicated across a range of programs and organizations. Rather than relying on programs with limited capacity to create and implement their own improvement strategies, this approach would provide organizations with “turnkey” models that address all the critical aspects of early childhood practice. Pianta’s proposal has real promise, but these models have yet to be developed. In the meantime, efforts to improve outcomes in Head Start programs must devote increased attention to curriculum.
At a time when states are playing an increasing role in early childhood education, Head Start needs to be better integrated and aligned with state pre-k and child care programs. The state role in Head Start—or lack thereof—is an understandably touchy issue. When Head Start was created in the 1960s, it was deliberately designed to exist outside the then-segregated state public education system. Public education systems have evolved considerably since the 1960s, but there are still good reasons to remain suspicious of states when it comes to early childhood education. For one thing, many proposals to shift Head Start to the states—from the Nixon administration to U.S. Rep. Paul Ryan today—have been tied to an underlying goal of cutting federal spending on poor children. Many conservative leaders today who talk about block-granting poverty programs are firmly committed to reducing federal spending on the poor. Further, states that gained authority for Head Start might use this authority to lower Head Start quality or cut spending. The significant cuts in early childhood spending that many states made in the last recession—many of which have yet to be restored—serve as a caution here.

Yet these understandable concerns cannot negate the simple fact that Head Start’s federal-local structure is mismatched to the early childhood and education landscape that exists today. Today, every state has established child care licensure regulations and provides child care subsidies for low-income working parents; 42 states have established state-funded pre-k programs; and the state role in K-12 education has dramatically increased.

Over the past decade, states have also surpassed the federal government in expanding early childhood programs. During these years, Head Start’s enrollment has increased by about 50,000 to serve a total of 956,000 children. In the same period, enrollment in state pre-k programs skyrocketed to 1.3 million, surpassing Head Start enrollment. While quality and funding for these
programs varies widely, states like Oklahoma and New Jersey now run large-scale preschool programs that achieve results that appear stronger than Head Start’s.

As many states seek to expand their early childhood programs, integrate fragmented early learning services, and strengthen alignment between early childhood programs and K-12 schools, Head Start’s unique federal-local structure sometimes creates obstacles. States have limited authority to compel Head Start programs’ participation in these efforts. Even when—as is often the case—states successfully persuade Head Start programs to take part in these systems, the persistence of different child eligibility and program quality standards for different programs can undermine efforts to build an integrated system.

The existence of separate state and federal funding streams also undermines efforts to combine programs in order to better serve children. Because Head Start and state pre-k are typically funded for less than the full day that many working parents need, many early childhood providers seek to combine (or “braid”) multiple funding streams in order to extend the school day and improve quality. Early childhood centers that are part of the Educare network, for example, use Early Head Start and Head Start grants as their primary funding base but combine these funds with state pre-k and child care subsidies to cover the higher costs of providing a high-quality, full-day program. But these efforts are greatly complicated by the existence of different program quality standards and eligibility requirements across funding streams. Similar organizations without Educare’s experience, back office, and philanthropic funding sources do not even try.

Head Start’s direct federal-to-local oversight structure creates real challenges for operations. Outside of the military, the federal government does not maintain such a high degree of operational control over anything close to an $8 billion, 1,600-grantee program. Job Corps is the closest analogy, and it is about a quarter as large. The Office of Head Start lacks sufficient staff or capacity to effectively oversee these programs. Programs face delays when they need to get approval for equipment or construction expenses, which require greater federal scrutiny, or when they want to shift funds from Head Start to Early Head Start. Designation renewal has placed increased demands on the Office of Head Start without increasing the office’s capacity, contributing to a slow and opaque process. A 2005 U.S. Government Accountability Office report raised concerns about duplicative and uncoordinated monitoring systems within HHS, widespread noncompliance with financial management standards, and a failure to terminate grants in cases of persistent problems. HHS has made genuine progress in addressing these concerns, but to some degree, they are endemic to federal management of a sprawling program.

The threat of block-granting Head Start and concerns about potential state abuses have made it difficult for policymakers and early childhood advocates alike to consider increasing the state
role in Head Start. But there is a broad middle ground between block grant proposals—which would give states Head Start funds with little accountability for how they used them to serve children—and the status quo.

States as diverse as New Jersey, North Carolina, and Oklahoma have shown that high-quality early childhood programs can sustain bipartisan support. Giving such states a greater role in overseeing Head Start programs has the potential to enhance the integration of Head Start, pre-k, and other funding sources, in ways that improve services for children and families. Well-designed policies could even leverage new state funds for the program. Although the track record of many states does not encourage similar confidence, there’s no reason to treat all states the same.

States should be permitted to take on a greater role in Head Start only if they meet a very rigorous set of criteria demonstrating both a historic track record of supporting quality early childhood education and a forward-looking plan to expand access to high-quality services. These criteria would include:

- The state has an existing, high-quality state pre-k program that serves a significant percentage of low-income students and meets or exceeds Head Start’s standards for teacher qualifications and class sizes; monitors program or provider quality on a regular basis using CLASS or another valid and reliable instrument; and has been subject to a rigorous independent evaluation demonstrating positive impact on children’s school readiness.

- The state has a demonstrated track record of investment in early childhood services over the past decade, including sustaining or increasing aggregate funding for early care and education programs over the past five years.

- The state has a clear plan to use increased oversight of Head Start as part of a broader strategy to achieve statewide goals and targets for:
  - increasing low-income preschoolers’ access to high-quality early learning services,
  - aligning early-learning and K-12 systems, and
  - improving school readiness, health, and other specific outcomes for children and their families.

- The state has established clear milestones, timelines, and targets for achieving these goals, to which it agrees to be held accountable as a condition of the increased oversight authority.

- The state has a clear plan for ensuring the quality of Head Start grantees under its oversight.

- The state has committed increased financial resources to enable it to achieve these goals. The required match for states that already serve all or most preschoolers in state-funded preschool would be lower than for states that currently serve fewer students.
To ensure that states continue to meet their fiscal commitments to early care and education, even if state leadership changes, any state that received oversight would be subject to strong “maintenance of effort” requirements for its early childhood spending, for which it would be held accountable going forward.

Given the relative rigor of these criteria, very few states—fewer than five—would meet them in the short term, leaving most Head Start programs under federal oversight. A pilot in a small number of states would enable state experimentation, allowing federal policymakers to learn how an increased state role in Head Start might work in practice and to determine whether the approach produces improved results that merit expansion to additional states. Any such pilot should be subject to rigorous independent evaluation to identify impacts and lessons learned. Limiting the pilot to a small number of states with demonstrated commitment to quality early childhood education, and requiring them to meet strong maintenance of effort criteria, would also help to protect against the legitimate concerns about transferring Head Start funding and oversight to the states.
A further protection against such concerns might be to give Head Start grantees in pilot states a choice: Opt into oversight by the pilot state, or continue under federal oversight. Providers that opted into state oversight would be relieved of many of the specific requirements in the federal performance standards, allowing the states to step into that regulating role, defining what the programs must do, including standards, curriculum, assessment, and licensure requirements. But providers that were happy with federal oversight could remain under it. Once a provider made a choice, it would stay under either federal or state oversight until the end of its five-year grant term. This approach would create an incentive for states to offer something of value to Head Start providers that come under their oversight, such as access to increased state funding, help with blending and braiding state and federal funding streams, increased technical assistance and support for quality improvement, or less cumbersome bureaucratic oversight processes. (The pilot application process, which would require states to demonstrate plans to ensure quality of Head Start grantees, would ensure that states could not attract Head Start providers simply by setting lower standards.)

Programs under state oversight would not be subject to the federal designation renewal system, but could lose their grants in accordance with state rules, including the state’s own systems for replacing grantees. Pilot states, in turn, would be accountable to the federal government for their overall performance in improving program quality and children’s school readiness, according to the goals set in their pilot application.

A more modest interim possibility would be to allow states to compete for Head Start grants where the current grantee has been identified for designation renewal. Current law allows a variety of entities—including nonprofit, faith-based, and for-profit local organizations—to serve as Head Start grantees, but precludes states from doing so. Under this proposal, a state that won a Head Start grant competition in designation renewal would be able to receive Head Start funds directly to serve children in the service area through its state pre-k program so long as the state ensured that children continue to receive any other comprehensive services required by Head Start. Most states would not operate their new Head Start programs directly, but through one of the range of district and community-based providers in their existing pre-k programs. States would still be accountable for the quality and outcomes of their Head Start programs, including ensuring that the delegate agencies meet all Head Start requirements. Maintenance of effort and other requirements to prevent states from using state funds to reduce their own commitments would also apply.
This approach would enable states to better integrate Head Start services in their communities with their other early childhood programs, and would also expand the range of potential applicants for grants identified for designation renewal. It also has a precedent: Although no states currently operate Head Start programs, Pennsylvania has received an Early Head Start grant.

These are only a few potential ideas for how to increase the state role in Head Start, offered to demonstrate that increasing the state role need not mean block-granting and to stimulate discussion about strategies for enabling responsible states to play a larger role in Head Start—and hopefully generate better ones.
When Head Start was conceived in the early 1960s, public policies in many states routinely denied basic rights to minorities. There was no Medicaid, no Children’s Health Insurance Program, no Affordable Care Act, and no community health centers as a backstop alongside public hospitals. Head Start’s architects also lacked access to the rich knowledge about early childhood learning, brain development, and language and literacy that has been produced in the past 50 years.

Head Start’s creators designed the program in ways that made tremendous sense at the time. They ensured that the federal government directly funded services at the community level, regardless of the wishes of state or local officials, and outside the segregated public school system. In keeping with the War on Poverty ethic of “maximum feasible participation,” they emphasized empowering local leaders and giving program beneficiaries—typically parents—an active role in running programs, as employees or in volunteer governance roles. And they decided that Head Start would offer an array of health, nutrition, and family services, as well as education, to address poor children’s many needs.

While these early decisions had a powerful logic, their drawbacks have emerged as the country has changed. Head Start continues to require a wide array of services, from child health to education to parental training to community empowerment, without prioritizing those that are most likely to change children’s life trajectories. The federal government requires programs to follow an array of detailed procedures but places much less emphasis on Head Start results. And Head Start’s unique federal-local structure has positioned the program outside states’ emerging early childhood systems. Each of these factors creates challenges for Head Start in today’s evolving policy landscape.
Experience with designation renewal to date has suggested that the policy is producing benefits—but could be improved in a variety of ways. At the same time, Head Start also needs broader structural reforms. The following recommendations address both issues:

MAXIMIZE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF DESIGNATION RENEWAL

• **Increase transparency in the Head Start monitoring and designation renewal processes:** Following the lead of other federal grant competitions like the U.S. Department of Education’s Race to the Top and Investing in Innovation programs, designation renewal should be more transparent. HHS should release the criteria it uses to score applicants, the guidance it gives to reviewers in scoring different applications, and information about the number of applications received for each funding opportunity and the scores received by those applications. HHS should also release scores and comments to the applicants themselves.

• **Prioritize performance and innovation in the designation renewal process:** The Office of Head Start’s designation renewal application repurposed its old application form but retained its compliance focus. HHS should develop a new application that consolidates and simplifies questions about program compliance in order to place more emphasis on applicants’ track records of successfully serving children, the results they seek to achieve, and benchmarks for measuring progress toward those results. It should also specifically invite programs to implement innovative, research-based practices to improve child outcomes. In seeking information on past performance, the Office of Head Start should
make clear that it will value past success in serving disadvantaged children in both Head Start and non-Head Start contexts. Applicants with past problems, inside or outside Head Start, should be required to explicitly disclose and discuss those challenges. To aid reviewers in evaluating these issues, HHS or the applicants should provide reviewers with past monitoring reports for existing grantees.

- **Encourage new providers:** To achieve its full potential, the designation renewal process needs to attract new, high-quality providers to Head Start. The FY2014 appropriations act included $25 million to help new Head Start grantees after they receive an award, but building the pipeline of quality providers requires investment earlier in the process, when potential applicants are deciding whether to pursue a grant. Federal seed funding could play an important role here. The federal Charter Schools Program, for example, has provided more than $2.3 billion since 2001 in funds to support the start-up costs for new charter schools and to help scale the most effective charter organizations. Federal policymakers could play a similar role in seeding the growth of new, high-quality Head Start providers. To maximize the impact of funds, application criteria should be rigorous, competitive, and focused on organizations with a demonstrated track record of success in serving disadvantaged children. Federal grants should also require a significant non-government match, to attract to Head Start more of the philanthropic investment that has been so critical to K-12 education reform.

- **Plan for transition:** The transition challenges facing new grantees are not surprising—Head Start was not designed with grantee turnover in mind. But if turnover in providers is going to be more common in the future—as designation renewal assumes—then the Office of Head Start needs to develop strong systems and procedures for close-out of existing grantees, the stand-up of new ones, and the orderly transition of children, records, and assets in the event of a grantee transition. This may also require policy changes.

**SET CLEAR GOALS AND MEASURE PROGRAM PERFORMANCE**

- **Establish clear metrics of program performance at the grantee level:** As discussed above, Head Start needs a much more robust way of differentiating grantee performance. This requires developing one or more performance frameworks for Head Start grantees that incorporate multiple data points rather than relying on a single metric or test score. Because identifying the right mix of measures is both politically controversial and technically complex, Congress or the administration should charge the National Research Council with identifying a set of common, valid, and reliable metrics that could be used to evaluate the performance of Head Start grantees across multiple domains, and making
recommendations for combining these metrics into a performance framework. These metrics should include measures of both program quality (such as CLASS) and child outcomes. At a minimum, they should include measures related to children’s language, early literacy, early math, and social-emotional development, as well as other measures shown to have a predictive relationship with later-life outcomes for children or their parents. HHS could also allow grantees to select additional “mission specific” metrics that have particular importance for their program and community goals, provided those metrics meet standards for validity and reliability. Over time this “planned variation” approach would allow HHS and researchers in the field to learn more about what works and doesn’t work in evaluating performance of early childhood education programs.

• **Expand analysis of Head Start performance data:** The Office of Head Start currently collects a wealth of program, budget, and other data from grantees. But the data are not systematically analyzed to identify trends or drive continuous improvement. Analyzing data about how Head Start grantees currently use funds, or the potential relationships between uses of funds and quality measures such as CLASS, could answer critical questions including but not limited to: “How much do programs spend on education, health, family engagement, and other services?”; “What types of curricula and assessments do Head Start programs use?”; and “Is there a relationship between programs’ choices about resource allocation, curriculum, or program model and the quality of services they provide?” Transparent information about program performance and funds could also support program improvement, by enabling OHS staff, Head Start grantees, and experts to study how the most effective grantees use their funds and share that information with other operators. The next reauthorization of Head Start should either require OHS to make greater use of the data it collects—and provide resources to do so—or fund a competitive grant program for independent researchers to undertake analysis, and require OHS to collaborate with these researchers.

• **Continue to increase transparency of monitoring reports:** The Office of Head Start began posting online monitoring reports, including CLASS scores where available, for all Head Start grantees reviewed in 2012. While this information can be hard for lay readers to find and understand, it does provide some increased transparency around Head Start performance—particularly in the case of grantees that have significant weaknesses. Parents, policymakers, and the broader public should have access to this data. OHS should continue to make Head Start monitoring reports, including CLASS scores, publicly available online. It should also consider ways to make these reports more user-friendly and informative to parents and other stakeholders, for example by including a brief, jargon-free bulleted list of a program’s strengths and weaknesses on the cover page of each report.
INCREASE FLEXIBILITY TO INNOVATE

- **Revise the Head Start Performance Standards:** Head Start needs standards, but it does not need 2,400 of them. The Head Start Performance Standards were last revised in 1998—and much has changed since then. HHS has the authority to revise the standards through its regulatory authority, and is currently working to do so. As it revises its Performance Standards, OHS should take a bold approach, eliminating requirements that are overly prescriptive or lack a strong research base. Dramatically streamlining the performance standards will enable programs to focus less on compliance and more on improving outcomes for children and families.

- **Allow grantees to apply for waivers:** Head Start should foster innovation by allowing grantees to apply for waivers of specific program standards when they renew their five-year contracts. HHS should track information on waiver requests to help it identify the performance standards that are creating the greatest obstacles to programs’ efforts to serve children effectively. (Waivers should be prohibited for the most essential performance standards.)

- **Rethink the matching requirement:** Head Start currently requires grantees to demonstrate non-federal contributions equal to 20 percent of the total program budget. Many federal programs have established non-federal matching requirements as a way to leverage local, state, or philanthropic funds and ensure that grant recipients have “skin in the game” for the work. Head Start’s matching requirement, however, allows a very broad range of “in-kind” contributions to be counted toward the matching requirement, creating an imperative for programs to seek out such contributions even when the goods or services provided do not add real value to their programs. Policymakers should consider overhauling Head Start’s matching requirement so that it focuses on leveraging local, state, and private resources that enhance the impact of Head Start programs—which may mean reducing the amount of the required match, increasing the use of waivers, or setting the match on a sliding scale based on the relative economic prosperity of the area a program serves. In Detroit, for example, a group of local funders came together to commit matching funds for Head Start agencies applying for Birth-to-Five Pilot grants. The matching funds will focus on quality improvements, allowing programs to make investments in technology and professional development that they would not otherwise be able to afford. Federal policymakers should more actively seek to leverage this type of partnership.
EXPLORE A STATE ROLE IN HEAD START

As described above, it is possible to give states a greater role in Head Start without resorting to block-granting the program. Possible options include:

• Allowing states to apply to become Head Start grantees
• Giving states with a demonstrated track record of delivering quality preschool greater oversight over Head Start in their states, accompanied by strong quality standards and maintenance of effort requirements for these states.

These are only a few of many potential options. It is time for a broader conversation about how states can and should play a productive role in improving Head Start access, quality, and outcomes. Federal policies to increase pre-k or other early childhood funding streams ought not to move forward without seriously addressing the question of how these programs can best engage with Head Start.
CONCLUSION

Realizing these policy recommendations will be challenging, from both a political and an implementation perspective. Yet our nation’s most disadvantaged youngsters deserve nothing less.

As our nation’s largest preschool program—and the only one exclusively focused on the poorest children—Head Start plays a critical role in our nation’s early learning and development system, and it will continue to do so. As policymakers seek to extend the benefits of quality preschool to more children, improving Head Start must be part of these efforts. The good news is that significant progress is under way: Since 2007, the implementation of CLASS has raised standards for teaching and program quality in Head Start programs. Through designation renewal, Head Start has ended contracts with low-performing operators. And the Birth-to-Five Pilot is enabling Head Start grantees to allocate resources more efficiently and create seamless birth-to-five early learning experiences for children.

There is still much that needs to be done, however, to ensure that all Head Start students are prepared to succeed in school and life. These recommendations offer a starting point for enabling more Head Start programs to meet this goal.
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